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P U B L I S H E R ’ S  N O T E
JAPANESE CUISINE features a lot of meat dishes. If you 
have the chance to visit Japan, make sure to eat more than 
just fish; try some Japanese beef. Recently, with all the 
new Seattle–Japan routes opening up, our editor, Bruce, 
and I decided to fly to Japan to conduct some interviews. 
We went to a famous Kyoto yakiniku restaurant and had 
some delicious raw beef! It wasn’t just the loin cuts; we ate 
raw tongue, heart, and hormones. The beef was sliced and 
prepared right in front of us, and we ate it while hardly 
grilling anything.  

Later, at another outing in Osaka, we ate barbecued 
deer, badger, civet, and raccoon complemented by a wild 
boar hotpot. The owner of the restaurant and his wife are 
both hunters, and everything they prepared was delicious. 
Wild deer and raccoons are considered pests because they 
damage fields and cultural assets, so it’s open season on 
them. It may be a selfish excuse of human beings, but to 
eat is to live but also to sin. In Tokyo, we had a Hokkai-
do-style Genghis Khan party with grilled lamb served 
with a special sauce. I could eat that sort of dish forever!

The main feature of this issue of Origami is wagyu, 
or Japanese beef. We flew to Japan to try all these dishes. 
They were delicious.

Ryosuke Komori 
President, Pike Japan Inc.
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On May 1, a new emperor ascended the throne in Japan, officially 
ending the Heisei era and beginning the Reiwa era. This reset the 
count on the Japanese imperial year, or wareki. In Japan, the year is 
now Reiwa 1. What does this all mean? We’ll explain.

THE JAPANESE IMPERIAL-YEAR SYSTEM has been used since emperor 
Jinmu was enthroned in BC 660. That’s 2,459 years ago! With each new 
emperor, a new era name is used. That is called the gengo. The wareki indi-
cates the year of the era. Each era is different in length, depending on a 
given emperor’s reign. Thus, the Meiji era lasted 45 years; Taisho lasted 15; 
and Showa ran for 63 years. 

The preceding era, called Heisei, ran for 30 years from 1989 to 2019. 
It takes a little getting used to the Japanese calendar. For example, what do 
the 1990s and 2010s have in common? Not much, but they are both part of 
the Heisei era. At the same time, Japanese people look back on these eras 
as distinct blocks of history. Heisei is likely to be remembered as a time of 
peace but also of severe natural disasters (both the 1995 Great Hanshin 
Earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami happened in 
this period).

The imperial era system is not without controversy in Japan. After all, 
in many ways, Japan is a thoroughly modern country. Yet, we have to show 
both the Japanese year and the year of the Gregorian calendar, used by most 
of the world, on all official documents. 

At the same time, this system has been used for 2,459 years. It is part 
of Japanese culture, stamped into our DNA. And the era names have value 
to us. 

What will the age of Reiwa bring? It will bring the country its 126th 
emperor, Naruhito. The new emperor, a historian specializing in the Middle 
Ages, is married to a former diplomat and is raising a 17-year-old daugh-
ter. The retiring emperor, 85-year-old Akihito, will be known as the first 
emperor to abdicate the throne in 200 years.

A new era dawns
in Japan

Reiwa

F E AT U R EF E AT U R E
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A ROYAL WARRANT is issued to purveyors of food and goods used 
regularly by His Imperial Majesty and the Japanese Imperial Family. 
The Imperial Household Ministry (predecessor to today’s Imperial 
Household Agency) established guidelines for the royal warrants in 
1891. Only suppliers that met the Imperial Household Ministry’s 
standards were eligible to receive a warrant.

Contrary to what you might expect from such a lofty-sounding 
designation, the royal warrants weren’t all for upscale or expensive 
products. The ministry felt compelled to formalize recognition of 
Imperial Household suppliers because of the merchants who were 
claiming to serve the Imperial Family to give their business a boost. 
With the issuance of royal warrants, the pretenders were exposed.

The ministry set standards for the royal warrants such as sup-
plying the Imperial Household Ministry for more than five years, 
having enough capital, having a prestigious office address, etc. But 
producing fancy or luxurious items was not a prerequisite. Once a 
supplier received its royal warrant, it could use it in advertising and 
promotional materials for five years. The rules were strictly enforced. 
Once your five-year period was up, you needed to apply again to regain 
your warrant. 

The royal-warrant system was abolished in 1953. Suppliers that 
earned their warrants before 1953 and are still in business have a cer-
tain status today as the last remaining royal-warrant holders. Today, 
the Imperial Household Agency still screens all the goods used by the 
Imperial Family, but the suppliers’ names aren’t published. 

Origami would like to introduce some of the products available 
today that earned a royal warrant.

What is a

Royal
Warrant?

Several Japanese sake brands earned 

royal warrants. Souhana, brewed by 

Nihonsakari in Hyogo Prefecture, is 

especially famous. The sake brewery 

was formed in 1889, making it a new-

comer in the industry at the time. It 

has supplied the Imperial Family since 

1913 and was served at the corona-

tion of Emperor Showa (Hirohito) 

and the royal weddings of Emperor 

Akihito, the Crown Prince, and Prince 

Akishino. Souhana has grown up 

alongside the Imperial Family. It is 

made from special Yamada Nishiki rice 

that is polished to less than 55% of its 

original size. The result is a harmony 

of sweetness, bitterness, dryness, 

and acidity; this junmai ginjo sake has 

a clean, traditional taste that is well 

balanced and easy to drink.

nihonsakari.net/e/souhana.html

Douki Kawabata, a former samurai, named his 

sweets shop after himself. His shop supplied rice 

cakes for breakfast at Nijo-jo Castle for about 330 

years, from 1536 to the time when the Emperor 

moved his residence to Tokyo. The shop’s specialty 

is the Douki Chimaki, which features high-quality 

red-bean paste wrapped in bamboo leaves and 

steamed. No additives are used. Today, it’s still 

a very popular souvenir in Kyoto because of its 

delicious taste and elegant shape.

Phone: +81-75-781-8117

Sake

Confectionery

S O U H A N A  O F  H Y O G O

K A W A B A T A  D O U K I  O F  K Y O T O

S U P P L I E R S  T H A T  E A R N E D  T H E I R  W A R R A N T S 

B E F O R E  1 9 5 3  A N D  A R E  S T I L L  I N  B U S I N E S S 

H A V E  A  C E R T A I N  S T A T U S  T O D A Y  A S  T H E  L A S T 

R E M A I N I N G  R O Y A L - W A R R A N T  H O L D E R S .
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WHEN I VISIT JAPAN, one of the highlights of my trip is to indulge in the 
delicious food.  As I have a sweet tooth, I am especially in heaven with 
all those confections, from the traditional Japanese sweets to the Euro-
pean-influenced baked goods available in Japan. At the end of the trip, I 
even check out the airport shops to buy additional sweets to bring home.  

To my delight, I found a new Japanese sweets store in Uwajimaya 
Bellevue.  Now I can satisfy my sweet tooth whenever I want.  J.sweets 
has seven other locations around the US, but this is its first in the Pacific 
Northwest. It’s a premium sweets shop with varieties from renowned 
confectioners across Japan, including YOKU MOKU, Minamoto Kit-
choan, Mochi Cream, and Kobe Fugetsudo.  My favorites are Daifuku 
and Mochi Cream.  These delightful confections are not overly sweet and 
go well with either green tea or black tea.  No more of those last minute, 
impulse-buying sweets shopping sprees at the airport for me. 

Satisfy your sweet 
tooth with J.sweets 

D I N I N G

The chopsticks specialty store Ichihara Heibei opened its 

doors for business in 1764, which means it has been sup-

plying the Imperial Family with chopsticks for more than a 

quarter millennium! The store displays more than 400 types 

of chopsticks, all handcrafted by artisans. Professional 

chefs come here to get chopsticks to cook and serve with. 

Craftspeople have learned through the ages to adjust the 

thickness, length, and sharpness of a pair of chopsticks 

depending on intended use. The signature item at the shop 

is a pair of Miyakobashi chopsticks, which are made from 

a rare bamboo known as susutake. They are durable, don’t 

warp, and fit perfectly into one’s hands. It is often said 

that if you use a pair, you won’t want to use anything else.

ichiharaheibei.com/

Chopsticks
I C H I H A R A  H E I B E I  O F  K Y O T O
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Enjoy the traditional and modern flavors of Japan
with our renowned omotenashi (hospitality)

Now open inside
Uwajimaya Bellevue

J.sweets
D E L E C T A B L E  S W E E T S  F R O M  J A P A N

699 120th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98005   Tel:  (425) 453-1261   Hours: Daily 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.



The Kansai region, which is home to Kyoto, 
Osaka, and Kobe, boasts centuries-old 
traditions and attractions as well as new 
twists on old favorites found nowhere else 
in Japan, not even in Tokyo. In this issue, we 
will plunge into the depths of Japan’s ancient 
capital, Kyoto, and Seattle’s sister city, Kobe.

KOBE IS A BOOMING MODERN CITY with a vital seaport, 
skyscrapers, and shopping malls. At the same time, it is home 
to older enclaves where Westerners settled and a thriving 
Chinatown because of its long history as a trading center. 
These aspects have attracted more tourists to the city to 
imbibe the unique international atmosphere.

Dig a little deeper, and you’ll find that Kobe is also a 
mecca for Japanese sake. The libation was brewed in Nara 
Prefecture in the 700s in a much simpler form: just rice and 
water fermented with the help of the fungus koji. In the late 
19th century, it was right here in Kobe that sake brewers 
figured out a new way to make sake by adjusting tempera-
tures while fermenting during the middle of winter. Still 
today, Kobe is home to more than its share of prominent 
sake breweries. 

Shushinkan, established in 1751, produces such famous 
sake as Ichi and Fukuju, which was served at a banquet after 
the Nobel Prize ceremony in Sweden. Take a tour of the 
Shushinkan sake brewery and learn about its history, the 
techniques brewers employ to make the sake, and walk 
through a cellar to see the latest system for sake brewing. 
Spanish- and English-language interpreters are on site to 
explain everything. This is one of the best places in the world 
to experience Japan’s sake culture.

D E E P  K A N S A I

enjoyfukuju.com/en

S H U S H I N K A N
K O B E

T R A V E L
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A once quiet residential area near Kyoto Station known as Sujin-Shinma-
chi is being redeveloped and will soon be home to Kyoto City University 
of the Arts, which is moving in from the suburbs. In the meantime, 
something called Yatai-Mura has sprung up there.

A YATAI IS A TRADITIONAL Japanese food cart. They can be seen in 
any downtown or main street across the country. When yatai owners 
finish business for the day, they wheel their food cart home. These yatai 
carts have become increasingly popular in recent years. People like the 
reasonable prices and the nostalgic feel of the carts. The word “mura” 
means “village” in Japanese. So Sujin-Shinmachi is home to a food-cart 
village. The area is the new hip spot among the younger crowd.

There are about 16 unique-looking metal food carts designed by 
Kyoto City University of the Arts students at Yatai-Mura. The eating 
spaces are shielded by plastic tarps, so even in inclement weather, you 
can dine al fresco. There’s also a stage where people perform traditional 
dances and play live music. The bonfire keeps people warm during the 
chilly part of the year and creates a campfire vibe right in the middle of 
the city. This food-cart village is temporary, so visit while you can. The 
plan is for it to continue for two years, then disappear as construction 
of the university begins in earnest. The fact that Yatai-Mura will only 
be around a little while enhances the fun of visiting there. If you’re in 
Kyoto, check it out!

S U J I N - S H I N M A C H I
( N E O  S U J I N  T O W N )

W H A T  I S  Y A T A I - M U R A ?

K Y O T O

Delta Air Lines added a direct flight from Seattle to Kansai Interna-
tional Airport this April. It is just a 30-minute train ride from the 
airport to downtown Osaka, and about 90 minutes to Kyoto by train 
or bus. If you’re headed to Kyoto, try the bullet train from Shin Osaka 
Station to Kyoto Station. It’s a quick 15-minute trip, but it gives you 
a taste of the world-famous high-speed Shinkansen trains Japan is 
known for. 

W H E N  Y O U  G O
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WE SEE THE WORD “WAGYU” bandied about these days on menus and 
grocery store labels, but what does the term mean? In Japanese, the word 
is used to define four distinct breeds of beef that have been raised for 
the last 200 years or so. The beef quality continues to improve as cattle 
ranchers improve the care and diet the cows receive. The four distinct 
breeds are: Kuroge Washu (Japanese Black), Akage Washu (Japanese 
Brown), Nihon Tankakushu (Japanese Shorthorn), and Mukaku Washu 
(Japanese Polled). Generally speaking, when we eat wagyu beef, it is likely 
to be the Mukaku Washu kind because that breed accounts for 95% of 
wagyu. The beef is incredibly tender and well marbled, a sign of superior 
wagyu. Famous brands of wagyu known by their place of production— 
Kobe beef, Matsuzaka beef, and Omi beef, for example — are known 
for their marbling, or shimofuri.

Cattle raised for wagyu live in warm climates and graze on rice straw, 
weeds, and other natural ingredients planted in the paddy fields. Some 
of the farmers show great affection for their cattle, giving each of them a 
name. This tender care results in enhanced texture, taste, and flavor — all 
important aspects of delicious wagyu. There is even a distinct aroma to 

wagyu, known as wagyu-cō, which is redolent of peaches and coconuts. 
The more you chew, the more the aroma is apparent. This phenomenon 
is known as a retronasal aroma, an ability to detect aroma in one’s mouth 
when eating and drinking. 

It is said that cooking wagyu at 80˚C (176˚F) enhances the wagyu-cō. 
This moderate temperature is used for sukiyaki, one of the most famous 
wagyu dishes. Once the aroma is emitted, it stays in the beef. Even if the 
beef cools, the aroma will emerge as you chew, which is one reason wagyu 
is still delicious after cooling. The aroma and marbling bring about the 
taste for which wagyu is famous.

Wagyu is not reliant on location. Rather, it is all about the breed. 
Years ago, cattle were smuggled out of Japan to the US, Australia, and 
China, which is why some wagyu originates in those countries. But 
if cattle are raised on high-concentrate artificial diets in inappropri-
ate conditions, the resulting beef is not really wagyu. The Australian 
Wagyu Association is one non-Japanese group that sets strict standards 
for its wagyu, but the beef is still inferior in taste to the wagyu found  
in Japan. 

WHAT IS
 WAGYU?
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OZAKI GYU

OZAKI GYU HAS CAPTURED the imagination 
of chefs around the world. This unique brand of 
wagyu doesn’t smell, is beautifully marbled, has a 
smooth, rich flavor, and is incredibly juicy. 

Ozaki is the surname of the farmer who 
has been improving the quality of this beef for 
more than 30 years: Muneharu Ozaki. The beef 
is named after him, just like some famous wines 
are named after their vintners. 

Ozaki researched American cattle ranching 
and studied animal science in the US during his 
early 20s and eventually developed his own way of 
raising cattle. His focus wasn’t on quickly raising 
large cattle but on raising cattle that would be 
safe for loved ones to eat. He wanted to produce 
chemical-free and hormone-free beef.

Every morning, Ozaki spends two hours 
blending 13 natural ingredients into his cattle 
feed. Some of those ingredients are white charcoal, 
strained lees from beer, which is full of probiotics, 
and Norwegian seaweed. His cows always receive 

fresh feed blended that day because Ozaki doesn’t 
want them eating anything rotten or stale. The 
water he uses comes from a mountain spring.  

Ozaki often buys 8-month-old calves at auc-
tions and raises them on his original feed that 
is a mix of grass, local Miyazaki products, and 
imports. At any one time, the Ozaki ranch is rais-
ing about 1,000 heads of cattle, which they break 
into groups of two or three so that Ozaki and his 
crew can better manage the herd. 

Generally, cattle are shipped to the slaughter-
house when they reach about 700kg (a little more 
than 1,500lbs), which takes about 27 months, 
but Ozaki identifies the timing on an individual 
basis. The average Ozaki cow is considered ready 
for slaughter at about 32 months, about the same 
time it takes to make a superior wine.

Ozaki Gyu is imported to more than 30 
countries. If you are lucky enough to find yourself 
in a restaurant serving this unique beef, give it a 
try. You won’t regret it. 

T H E  M O S T  D E L I C I O U S  B E E F  I N  T H E  W O RL D
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SEEKING OUT
THE BEST WAGYU 
RESTAURANTS
IN TOKYO
Japan wasn’t always a destination for delicious steaks and meat dishes. For much of its 
history, Japan consumed very little meat based on Buddhist influence, which forbade meat 
eating. But the wave of modernization in the late 1800s changed all that. Soon, meat was not 
only accepted by mainstream Japanese, it was being prepared in new and different ways by 
applying traditional Japanese cooking methods to it. The result has been a long-time love affair 
with meat that has produced some of the most delicious beef dishes in the world.  Origami has 
selected several restaurants in Tokyo to introduce you to the world of wagyu in Japan’s capital. 

Since the 1970s, Americans have enjoyed teppanyaki, where beef is prepared in front of you on a 

thick griddle. At Steakhouse Hama in Tokyo’s fashionable Nogizaka neighborhood, chefs use the 

griddle to expertly prepare strips of wagyu. They use the different parts of the griddle to cook at 

different temperatures, moving the steaks around to cook them to perfection. They sometimes 

use a copper cover to adjust the internal temperature of the meat. 

Steakhouse Hama opened for business in 1964. Today, the steakhouse is a magnet for Hollywood 

celebrities and famous musicians passing through town. If you visit, be sure to try the Matsuzaka 

Beef. Steakhouse Hama serves some of the highest-grade Matsuzaka found anywhere. For more 

information, check out the website: steakhousehama.co.jp/en.

Sukiyaki is another famous Japanese meat dish. The original sukiyaki had an intense miso flavor 

because cooks used a thick miso paste to mask the smell of the meat. Over the years, the cooking 

method became more refined, and today, sukiyaki is prepared with a subtle soy-based dashi broth. 

The original Ajitetsu opened in Kobe in 1949. The restaurant is famous for the way they prepare 

and serve their beef. They buy a whole Kobe cow and dry-age it. They serve it at the optimal 

time for enhanced flavor. For more information, check out the website: akasakaajitetsu.owst.jp/en

Yakiniku is a Japanese dish where slices of beef are charbroiled on a gridiron. It is often confused 

with Korean barbecue, but yakiniku uses Japanese cooking methods to bring out the natural flavor 

of the ingredients. Himuka serves Ozaki Beef. The proprietor of Ozaki Beef, Muneharu Ozaki, is 

a frequent diner at Himuka. Perhaps you’ll see him there! This is the best restaurant to taste his 

world-class steaks. Reservations are recommended. Website: ginza-himuka.owst.jp/en

T E P P A N Y A K I  S T E A K H O U S E  H A M A   in Nogizaka

S U K I Y A K I  A J I T E T S U  in Akasaka

Y A K I N I K U  H I M U K A  in Ginza
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Advertising Partner Feature

Kokkaku brings 
casual elegance to 
refined steaks
Kokkaku, the self-described “Japanese-inspired meat house” in 

Wallingford, has found a comfortable niche between the buttoned-down 

coat-and-tie steakhouses and the casual family restaurants. In fact, 

Kokkaku may be the only restaurant serving this niche. Drop in for a 

couple of hors d’oeuvres and a drink during happy hour, or settle in to 

a full wagyu steak dinner with friends. Both approaches are welcomed 

by Owner Yuta Sugimoto and Chef and steak impresario Kazutoshi 

Nakasone. 

The menu is innovative, fun, and affordable. Staples like the Short Rib 

Steak, an 8oz filet of Kobe-style Amercan wagyu are kept to reasonable 

prices, as is the wine list, with a plethora of choices at $30. The more 

adventurous should take a look at the specials. Wagyu Four Ways is 

an Instagrammable and very popular dish: wagyu served as sashimi, 

sushi, and tartar with and without quail egg. The Seared Wagyu Sushi 
is seared at your table. And the Japanese Bagna Cauda is a revelation 

with it saikyo-miso dipping sauce. Regulars have been begging Nakasone 

to start selling the sauce separately.

One of the charms of the intimate setting at Kokkaku is watching Chef 

Nakasone effortlessly grill steaks in the open. Nakasone has an impres-

sive resume. Before moving to Seattle, he was the head chef of the 

Japanese meat grill department at the Marina Bay Sands in Singapore. 

He worked at five-star hotels in Japan before that. “I always seemed to 

be in charge of cooking meat,” Nakasone says.

He says there is a big difference to cooking a well-marbled piece of 
wagyu meat and a grass-fed Angus steak, for example. His steaks 

aren’t served with much seasoning, because wagyu doesn’t need any, 

but he is a stickler for salt, only using two kinds that enhance the steak’s 

natural flavor.

Nakasone keeps in mind that Kokkaku is Japan inspired. “I try to bring 

out the essence of Japanese cooking in our dishes,” he says. While he 

keeps the menu core – its steaks – in place, he is constantly tinkering 

with new dishes and approaches. 

Owner Sugimoto has created a little Japantown on Wallingford’s 45th 

Ave., with Ramen Man, Issian, and Kokkaku. What these restaurants all 

share – besides the same owner – is a casual, friendly feel where one 

can drop in for a drink and a small plate and not feel like you’re in the 

way. In fact, Sugimoto-san encourages the casual drop-ins. “We have a 

casual atmosphere, but we are working with the high–end steakhouses 

to expand the market for wagyu,” he says.

KOKK AKU 

220 8 N . 4 5th Street 
Seat t le ,  WA

20 6 .5 8 8 .15 6 8 
w w w.kok kakusea t t le . com

Open 4:3 0 to 10 pm M, W, Th, F,  S 
Open 4:3 0 to 9 pm Sun 
C losed Tuesday

Happy Hour da i l y 4:3 0 – 6 :3 0
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WAGYU IN
WESTERN WASHINGTON

The view from the 31st floor Ascend dining room, with its floor-to-ceil-
ing windows, is breathtaking. Look west, and the Seattle skyline seems 
so modest in the distance. Look east, and the Cascades glisten in the 
sun. This is home to Bellevue’s hottest new sushi bar and steakhouse. 
Opened late last year, Ascend is spacious and stylish. 

Executive Chef Sean Mayhew and staff use five kinds of wood on 
their grill to bring out just the right flavors in their meats. The menu 
features a nice array of wagyu, including Mishima Reserve American 
wagyu, Tajima cross-breed wagyu from Australia, which has a grassier 
consistency, and a couple of A5 options from Japan. The intensely mar-
bled Miyazaki New York steak melts in your mouth. And the Kuroge 
A5 is beefy and rich. While the menu features a constant selection of 
staples, there are rotating specials too, so be sure to ask your waiter 
about them. On our last visit, we had the chance to taste olive wagyu, 
which is one of the rarest treats around with just 2,200 heads of cattle 
existing in the world. The cattle are raised on a diet of rice straw, rye 
grass, and olive husks, a practice carried over from cattle farmers on 
Shodoshima, where olives flourish. The beef had a silkiness to it that 
we had never come across before. 

While Mayhew’s delicious steaks can focus all your attention, 
don’t forget about the sushi bar, which has an interesting mix of con-
temporary sushi rolls done with grace and subtlety (no dragon rolls 
drowning in sauce here). We recommend the Kanpachi Temari Roll, 
a light and tasty mix of kanpachi (greater amberjack), scallions, rice 
cracker, and tom yum citrus. And so that we don’t get too far away 
from the theme of this feature, there is also a delicious Wagyu Beef 
Roll, made of Mishima Reserve carpaccio, foie gras torchon, nimono, 
and trufffle soy.

Chef Kazutoshi Nakasone has never met a steak he couldn’t grill to perfection. 
From Japan to Singapore to Seattle, he’s served perfetcly grilled steaks in 4-star 
hotels, on the VIP floor of a high-rolling casino, and now in the cozy, friendly 
Kokkaku, a “Japanese-inspired meat house” in Seattle’s Wallingford neighbor-
hood. Kokkaku doesn’t have the intimidating vibe of more upscale steakhouses, 
but its meals are every bit as delicious. They are affordable, too. A couple could 
easily dine here to their hearts’ content and barely crack three digits on the bill. 
(For more on the menu, check out the Kokkaku ad on page 11.)

One of the Japanese-inspired parts of Kokkaku is its drink menu: The 
affordable and well curated wine list is supplemented by Japan favorites such as 
sake, highball cocktails and chu-hai (cocktails made with shochu). Owner Yuta 
Sugimoto is no snob when it comes to pairing drinks with meals. “Drink what 
you want,” he says. “We want you to enjoy yourselves.”

A S C E N D  ascendprime.com

K O K K A K U  kokkakuseattle.com/menu
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When Kurt Dammeier bought American wagyu cultivator 
Mishima Reserve in 2011, it did about $1 million in annual 
business. Today, it does $30 million. Dammeier, known 
for his work with craft beer at Pyramid and craft cheese at 
Beecher’s, is now focused on craft beef, and he says wagyu is 
the IPA of the beef world. 

Dammeier likens the rise of craft food to a baseball 
game. “Craft beer is in the 8th inning. There’s not much more 
we can do. Craft cheese is in the 6th or 7th. But craft beef is 
still in the 2nd or 3rd. Knowledge is just starting to grow.”

Mishima Reserve supplies American wagyu to several 
of the restaurants mentioned in this article. It works with 
47 family ranchers who grow calves from the Kuroge Washu 
bloodline that descends back to Mishima island off the coast 
of southernn Honshu in Japan. No growth hormones are 
used. The grass-fed cows have grain slowly introduced into 
their diet, which makes for a tender, highly marbled, deli-
cious steak.

“If you gave 10 people a drink from a $25 bottle of wine 
and a $75 bottle of wine, there’s no way 10 out of 10 people 
would be able to tell the difference,” Dammeier says. “But 
with wagyu, 10 out of 10 people can tell the difference every 
time.” All of Mishima Reserve’s steaks and cuts are available 
for purchase online at its website.

This family friendly barbecue restaurant in Bellevue 
has added Kobe-style beef to its menu. Try the tender, 
highly marbled American wagyu, which is considered 
a cut above prime, the highest rank of American beef. 
The beef takes no time on the grill – it tastes best when 
not overcooked – so enjoy it with all the other fun-to-
cook items on Gyu-Kaku’s extensive menu. This place 
is just right for big parties and family get-togethers.

This Eastlake steakhouse features Mishima Reserve Ameri-
can wagyu in 8oz cuts. Owner Kurt Dammeier says it was his 
idea to trim all the gristle off the steak so that there aren’t any 
trimmings left at the end. Dammeier opened the steakhouse 
and butcher shop after purchasing Mishima Reserve, which 
provides the American wagyu steaks and cuts. As diners grew 
to love wagyu, he expanded the offerings. Today, appreciation 
of American wagyu is still in its infancy; if you haven’t tried 
it, Butcher’s Table offers an intimate setting for your first bite.

M I S H I M A  R E S E R V E  mishimareserve.com

G Y U - K A K U  gyu-kaku.com/bellevue

B U T C H E R ’ S  T A B L E  thebutcherstable.com
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THERE IS ARGUABLY NO BETTER steak than the one you grill in your 
backyard with friends, especially if you don’t scrimp when choosing that 
steak. In Seattle, Bellevue, Renton, and Beaverton, there is a wealth of 
wagyu choices at the Uwajimaya grocery stores. Butchers are on hand to 
offer tips on what to choose and how to cook your steaks for maximum 
flavor. Here’s a quick guide to what you’ll find in the glass cases at the 
Uwajimaya meat departments (our information was sourced from the 
Bellevue store. Please be aware that offerings vary from store to store.)

John Berry presides over the meat department at the Bellevue Uwa-
jimaya. There you will find a lot of choices. At the top of the heap is A-5 
wagyu from Japan. This is the most expensive and arguably the most 
delicious. It’s highly marbled and shouldn’t be cooked for too long. We 

recommend just some salt to enhance the beef flavor. These steaks will 
melt in your mouth. The New York striploin is often stocked at Uwaji-
maya, Berry says.

Uwajimaya carries a lot of American wagyu options too. Berry says 
Bellevue typically carries the New York steak, the ribeye Spencer steak 
(where all the large fat is taken out and the steak is rolled and tied), 
brisket, eye of round (good for steak, stews, or get them thinly sliced 
for hotpot dishes), and tri-tip steaks (for steaks, roasts, and yakiniku). 

American wagyu is a cross-breed of Japanese cattle with continental 
breeds of cattle such as Angus. There is also Australian wagyu, which is 
a blend of Australian and Japanese cattle. Each category offers distinct 
taste and some of the most delicious steaks in the world. If you’re not 
sure what to cook on the grill or need advice about how to cook the more 
marbled wagyu steaks, ask an Uwajimaya butcher; they are much more 
adept at handling Japanese beef than butchers at other grocery store 
chains. Plus, they will thin-slice beef for hotpots or yakiniku, which 
some American grocery-store chains either won’t do or won’t slice thin 
enough. As the weather warms, plan your ultimate backyard barbecue 
with some wagyu this summer. 

AT UWAJIMAYA A WEALTH OF

WAGYU AWAITS

I F  Y O U ’ R E  N O T  S U R E  W H A T  T O 

C O O K  O N  T H E  G R I L L  O R  N E E D 

A D V I C E  A B O U T  H O W  T O  C O O K  T H E 

M O R E  M A R B L E D  W A G Y U  S T E A K S , 

A S K  A N  U W A J I M A Y A  B U T C H E R
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C A F É

Nana’s Green Tea 
10 07 Stewar t St ,  Ste 10 3 , 
Seat t le ,  WA 9 8101

Phone: 20 6 .78 5 .6 477 
Hours:  11:0 0am – 9 :0 0 pm

THE LATEST ADDITION to South Lake Union 
is a branch of the beloved Japanese tea shop 
Nana’s Green Tea. Nana’s is a stylish space 
designed with a teahouse motif that serves 
matcha green tea in so many ways, most cus-
tomers pause for a few minutes 
to peruse the menu on the big 
board and decide what they 
want.

Nana’s specialty is mat-
cha. Matcha is all the rage in 
Japan, in part because of its 
amazing attributes. If you’re 
unfamiliar with matcha, here’s 
a little primer:

Matcha tea is ground into 
powder, which helps us absorb more of its 
nutrients. Traditional tea leaves, for example, 
lose about 60% of their nutrients when they 
are discarded after the tea is brewed. Matcha 
sounds like a miracle food when you think 
about its health benefits: it’s said to be good 
for weight loss, skin care, and detox. Let’s take 
a closer look at these claims.

Weight Loss: 
Matcha contains catechin, which helps burn 

body fat and absorption of sugar; tannin, 
which breaks down fat absorption; caffeine, 
which quickens the burning of fat; and chlo-
rophyl, which helps the body release bad 
cholesterol.

Skin Care: 
Catechin removes active oxygen from the skin, 
reducing the chance of skin cancer and arterio-
sclorosis; vitamin A helps moisturize the skin; 
and vitamin E strengthens skin protection.

Detox: 
The tea’s dietary fiber helps 
prevent diabetes, cancer, 
and arteriosclerosis; potas-
sium reduces swelling; 
theanine improves blood 
circulation; and catechin 
multiplies good bacteria to 
improve digestion. 

Of course, some of those health benefits may 
be mitigated if you order the matcha parfait 
or the matcha rolled cake, but they are oh so 
delicious! Other offerings include matcha 
lattes and frappes and even an intriguing azuki 
sweet bean paste latte. Nana’s also serves savory 
dishes such as curry and chicken karaage, so 
it’s more than a café and dessert spot. This 
first Nana’s café in Seattle is typically teem-
ing with customers, so it looks like it is here  
to stay. 

Nana’s Green Tea
F E AT U R E S  M AT C H A  I N  D E L I G H T F U L  V A R I E T Y

M A T C H A  S O U N D S 

L I K E  A  M I R A C L E 

F O O D  W H E N  Y O U 

T H I N K  A B O U T  I T S 

H E A L T H  B E N E F I T S
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C A F É

OSAKA, JAPAN’S SECOND CITY, takes its food seri-
ously. Case in point: even the food at its maid cafés 
is good! 

Maid cafés are well-known for being about enter-
tainment first, with food often being a distant second.  
At e-maid, in the lively Namba area of downtown 
Osaka, this is not the case. This maid café looks and 
feels a lot like a regular café. This is not the bright 
and poppy interior of the traditional maid café. The 
soft-colored interior is welcoming, and the café actu-
ally has a full-scale kitchen in the back, which makes it 
possible to offer an extensive lunch and dinner menu 
as well as a wide selection of drinks.  Sure, women 
in maid costumes greet you with, “Welcome back, 
master (or princess),” but they don’t approach your 
table unless you ring a bell. 

Customers at e-maid are also a bit different from those who frequent 
typical maid cafés.  They visit e-maid to enjoy the food and the quite 
atmosphere of the café as well as to meet with the cast.  Origami visited 
e-maid a little after lunch hour and there were several solo customers who 
were studying or reading quietly, and some groups of women chatting 
with their friends.  Of course, the maids will pop over to your table as 
soon as you ring the bell, but your privacy is also respected. 

If you are interested in the maid café staples such as pancakes or 
omelettes, you’ll have a treat when the maids come over and draw ador-
able pictures on your food with chocolate sauce (for the pancakes) and 
ketchup (for the omelettes).  We asked Emi, one of the staff members at 
e-maid, for her recommendation. “A pot of tea!  We have many kinds of 
black tea,” she replied enthusiastically. “Maids will prepare the tea and 

serve it at the table.  Also, we have a full-scale kitchen and great cooks.  
Our food is very tasty.  I think we are a restaurant as well as a café.”

We think so too. We also recommend e-maid to people who have 
never experienced a maid café before and are a little intimidated by all 
the singing and dancing. The low-key vibe at e-maid lets you experience 

the fun of a maid café without feeling like you have 
to pay attention to their every move.

Just a couple of reminders: e-maid has a very 
strict rule against taking pictures.  You can only take 
photos of the food and drink you have ordered under 
the supervision of the café staff.  No picture of the 

maids or the customers, please.  The café has smoking and non-smoking 
sections.  Let them know which section you prefer when entering the 
café. 

A Laid-Back Maid Café

e -maid  
Address: 2 - 3 - 6 Namba Naka, Naniwa - ku, Osaka 
(10 min walk f rom Namba Stat ions)

Phone: +81 6 - 6 6 4 9 - 0 620 
Websi te:  e - maid .ne t

M A I D S  W I L L  P R E P A R E 

T H E  T E A  A N D  S E R V E 

I T  A T  T H E  T A B L E .

in the Middle of
Bustling Osaka
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Advertising Partner Feature

If you think of stationery as just another boring office 

supply, picture this: friends hanging out for a long 

time in a stationery store, checking out all the latest 

designs, paper textures, and related goods. That’s a 

pretty common occurrence in Japan. You’d be sur-

prised at how huge some of the Japanese stationery 

stores are – floor after floor of notepads, sketchbooks, 

diaries, pens, staplers, and books. The competition is 

fierce because the market is big, and when a manufac-

turer develops a hot-selling product, it’s a life changer! 

The good news is that we have a little bit of that statio-

nery wonderland right here in the Pacific Northwest: 

the Kinokuniya stores in Seattle and Beaverton offer 

a wide range of stationery and office supplies from 

Japan. Here are a few recommendations.

1 | Hobonichi Techo
This is not just a planner notebook; it’s a book of your 

life.  You can adapt it to your own personality and 

lifestyle. Initially, this planner was created by web-

site staff who planned to use it for themselves. They 

started selling it 18 years ago, and with each new 

edition, they reflected user feedback and requests. 

Here are some features that make it a best seller: 1) 

It lays completely flat when opened, making it easy 

to write in. 2) The carefully designed layout makes it 

KINOKUNIYA SE AT TLE

525 S . Wel ler  St .  ( ins ide Uwaj imaya) 
Seat t le ,  WA 9 810 4

Tel :  20 6 .5 87.2477 
Mon – Sat :  10am – 9 pm 
Sun: 10am – 8pm

KINOKUNIYA BE AVERTON

10 5 0 0 SW Beaver ton - H i l lsda le Hw y 
Beaver ton, OR 970 0 5

Tel :  5 0 3 .6 41.624 0 
Open da i l y 11am – 8pm

Stationery Wonderland
possible to use as a planner, diary, picture album, idea 

notebook, etc. You can use it any way you want. 3) 

Each year, they produce 80 different designs. You can 

sift through them all to find your favorite.

1101.com/store/techo/en/2019/pc/about/about.html

2 | Harinacs (Staple-free stapler)
Have you ever used a stapler without staples? This 

incredible little gadget was invented by the Japanese 

company Kokuyo. The product name means “make 

stapler free from staples (「針」を「なくす」) ” in 

Japanese.  The stapler comes in two types: one fas-

tens by pressing the paper together, and the other 

does so by punching a hole in a stack of paper. Get 

both because each has its strengths. But think about 

it: No more staples in your life!

kokuyo-st.co.jp/stationery/sl-stapler

3 | Mildliner double ended highlighter
Why are these highlighters called Mildliner? Because 

their colors create a mild, soft impression. The pens 

come with broad or fine tips. They can be used to 

dress up your notebook, planner or diary with subtle 

doodles. The water-resistant translucent ink is great 

for highlighting too, making the highlighted 

text easy to read.
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Delta Links 
Seattle & Kansai
DELTA AIR LINES AND KOREAN AIR brought Kansai a little 
closer this April with a new daily direct flight from Seatac 
to Kansai International Airport. Kansai is an important 
economic engine and cultural hub of Japan, being home to 
Osaka, Kobe, and Kyoto cities.

We rode the inaugural flight to Osaka, joining in the 
preflight festivities as Delta staff passed out slices of cake 
and sandwiches at the gate after a ribbon-cutting ceremony. 
Inside the Boeing 767-300ER, we experienced the mostly 
smooth flight in the spacious Delta Comfort+ seats. The 767-
300ER has 25 flat-bed seats in Delta One, 29 seats with extra 
legroom in Comfort+, and 171 more seats in the main cabin. 

Everyone was in a festive spirit as the plane took off. 
Power ports at every seat made it easy to work on the 10.5-
hour flight. Wifi is available for a fee. The plane takes off 
daily around noon and lands around 4pm the following day 
in Osaka, which, at least for this traveler, minimized the jet 
lag. The daily return flights leave in the late afternoon and 
arrive in Seattle on the morning of the same day. 

For more information or to book a ticket, go to www.

delta.com. 

JAL Back at Seatac 
After More Than 
Two Decades
JAPAN AIRLINES is back at Seatac after a hiatus of 26 years. JAL and 
American Airlines are flying daily flights to and from Narita, the airport 
outside of Tokyo, using the Boeing 787 Dreamliner. The daily flights 
started on March 31. JAL also has a regional partnership with Alaska 
Airlines, which makes for good point opportunities for people passing 
through Seattle to other US destinations on Alaska.

JAL is flying its most updated Dreamliner on the route. The plane 
has just 161 seats, including 38 in business class and 35 in premium 
economy. 

Japan Airline flights to Narita take off a little after 2pm and land 
the following day at 4:30pm. The return flights leave Narita at 6pm and 
lands on Seatac on 11am of the same day.

For more information or to book a ticket, go to jal.com. 
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L E  C H O C O L AT  D E  H
Hironobu Tsujiguchi, a world-famous pastry chef, searches for new 

ingredients to complete his chocolate recipes in this mouthwatering 
documentary. Hironobu is obsessed with getting his recipes right, even 
though he has won the prestigious Salon du Chocolat competitions in 
Paris for five years running. Still, he is not satisfied.

Hironobu decides he wants to try a marriage of Japanese fermented 
foods and chocolate made from fermented cacao beans. He heads off 
on his journey to find just the right fermented foods. We follow as he 
travels from Japan to Ecuador in search of the perfect ingredients. The 
film is artfully shot, making you both hungry and wanting to travel to 
those two countries as soon as possible.

SHOWINGS:

Fri., May 17 @ 7pm  Pacific Place 

Sat., May 18 @ 3pm SIFF Cinema Uptown 

Sat., June 1 @ 3:30pm Kirkland Performance Center

S I F F  B R I N G S  T H E 
W O RL D  T O  S E AT T L E

For film buffs, the Seattle International Film 

Festival is the ultimate in armchair traveling. 

We can visit dozens of countries through film 

in three weeks from mid May through early 

June. Here’s a glimpse of the festival’s Japan 

offerings this year.

T H E  L E G E N D  O F  T H E  S T A R D U S T  B R O T H E R S
In 1985, Macoto Tezuka, son of the great manga artist Osamu 

Tezuka, met musician and TV personality Haruo Chicada, who had made 
a soundtrack to a movie that didn’t actually exist. At the time, Macoto was 
a 22-year-old film student with many short experimental films under his 
belt. However, he was feeling the pressure of his famous family name and 
wanted to produce a feature film. With Chicada as producer, Tezuka used 
the fake soundtrack to guide this movie about the fictional Stardust Brothers. 

With inspiration from “Phantom of the Paradise” and “Rocky 
Horror Picture Show,” Tezuka assembled a cast of some of Japan’s most 
famous musicians at the time—Kiyohiko Ozaki, ISSAY, Sunplaza 
Nakano, and Hiroshi Takano—and many famous names from the manga 
world—Monkey Punch (Lupin the 3rd), Shinji Nagashima (Hanaichi 
Monme), Yosuke Takahashi (Mugen Shinsi). Even up-and-coming film 
directors Kiyoshi Kurosawa (“Tokyo Sonata”) and Daihachi Yoshida 
(“The Kirishima Thing”) took part. The resulting picture, “The Legend 
of the Stardust Brothers,” is a true cult film. Despite the huge array of 
talent and a large budget, the film is virtually unknown today in both 
Japan and the rest of the world. More than 30 years since its release, the 
film has been refurbished with a new master and director’s cut. 

SHOWINGS:

Fri., May 31 @ 11:59pm SIFF Cinema Egyptian 

Sun., June 2 @ 9pm SIFF Cinema Egyptian 

Thu., June 6 @9:30pm SIFF Cinema Uptown

For more information on these and other movies, go to

siff.net/festival
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LINCOLN SQUARE CINEMA in Bellevue is the place to catch this year’s 
Studio Ghibli Fest, which features nine movies from the famed ani-
mation studio throughout the year. Coming next are “Nausicaä of the 
Valley of the Wind” (May 20 – 21) and “Whisper of the Heart” (July 
1 – 2). These movies are beautiful to watch on the big screen, but they 
are also the sort of films that get better after multiple viewings. To add 
to your collection, head to any Kinokuniya bookstore, which has a close 
relationship with the studio and sells all the classics on DVD. Here are 
some recommendations for the uninitiated.

1. My Neighbor Totoro
A university professor and two daughters move into an old house close 
to the hospital where the daughters’ mother is. Their plan is to welcome 
her back to a clean house. However, it turns out that their house is also 
home to all sorts of tiny monsters. The daughters are mocked at school 
for living in a ghost house. One day, younger sister Mai finds a strange 
creature that she chases into the woods. There, she finds a giant version 
of the little creature napping on the forest floor. This is the beginning of 
the two sisters’ wonderful adventure with Totoro. (By the way, Totoro 
is not a giant rabbit, as some people think, but a yokai.)

2. Princess Mononoke
This movie presents the Japanese countryside in a beautiful light. It 
will also give you an introduction into how the Japanese see the gods. 
The main stories are about battles between humans and gods, and the 
difficult coexistence of nature and humanity. The main character, Ash-
itaka, struggles to find balance. This is a great film for those who like 
thoughtful messages about what it means to be human. 

3. Kiki’s Delivery Service
This movie will make you want to keep trying. Kiki is a new witch who 
needs to be trained in a town where there is no witch to train her. She 
flies with a broom to a city called Koriko that is surrounded by the ocean. 
She is excited to live in a new place by herself, but people in the town 
don’t seem very welcoming. During her wanderings, Kiki comes across 
a bakery. She helps the owner return a forgotten item to a customer by 
flying on her broom. This is the beginning of her delivery service. Watch 
this film, and we bet you’ll get inspired!

These and many other Studio Ghibli DVDs are available at your local 
Kinokuniya bookstore. For more information on the Studio Ghibli Fest:
www.fathomevents.com/series/studio-ghibli-fest . 

Take a little

STUDIO GHIBLI
home with you

S H O P
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ORIGAMI HAS STARTED HOLDING a series of Meetups to introduce 
Japanese culture and cuisine to local Seattle people. We typically gather 
at an izakaya. The idea is to enjoy delicious food and drink while having 
a pleasant chat about Japan. 

One Meetup focused on dashi, an important soup and cooking 
stock in Japanese cuisine. A chef showed the group how to make it. At 
the “Japanese Spicy” Meetup, we all tried and compared wasabi, spicy 
ramen, and other spicy treats that were prepared by the restaurant.

The photo here shows our 
recent Sake Meetup. We sam-
pled a flight of three distinct 
sakes from Nihonsakari, a sake 
brewery in Japan’s Hyogo Pre-
fecture. The company’s ambas-
sador explained each sake, and 
everyone enjoyed themselves.

We will be holding a lot more Meetups. Check them out at www.

qazjapan.com or on the Meetup app. Hope to see you at one!

Origami presents 80s–90s Japanese Pop 
Night at Yoroshiku

Remember Japanese pop music of the 80s and 90s? Well, this 
Thursday, May 16 starting at 6pm at Yoroshiku in Wallingford, we 
are going to take a trip down memory lane with DJ Yas of Chicago and 
play those end-of-the-century tunes. From City Pop classics by Tatsuro 
Yamashita, Anri, and Mariya Takeuchi to mega-hits by Mr. Children 
and the Southern All Stars, Yoroshiku will be bouncing with the sounds 
of 1980s and 1990s Japan. 

These songs have been making a bit of a comeback. The layered urban 
sounds of City Pop take us back to the Bubble Economy of the late 1980s. 
But once the bubble bursts, the sounds of the 1990s, re-evaluating the 
world and our place in it, take over. 

The rediscovery of this music was started by a DJ in London looking 
for a unique sound he could use. 

For the Japanese, it’s musical comfort food. For the Americans, it 
may be something new in the old that will spark your interest. The event 
is free, and the food at Yoroshiku is great. The Hokkaido izakaya has a 
terrific chef ’s set—an affordable omakase course that ends with a bowl 
of ramen. Or just stop by for a drink and some tunes. 
 

Origami’s Japanese Culture  
                        & Cuisine Meetups

JAPANQ
A
Z

QAZ JAPAN WEBSITE GOES LIVE
www.qazjapan.com

Our sister website, QAZ Japan, is now live. Explore Japan by clicking on the “Dive” header or just 
dive in anywhere you like. Japan is a fascinating country. The more you know, the more you want 
to learn as you dive deeper into the culture and traditions. Dive in and satisfy your curiosity about 
the country. 

Are there real ninjas? How do I eat ramen? What does it take to become a true sushi connois-
seur? You’ll find all this and more when you dive into QAZ Japan. 

Why did we name our website QAZ Japan? It stands for Questions, Abacus to Zen. And it’s 
super easy to type. Check out the three letters on the far left side of your keyboard from top to bottom. 

Our site will soon feature original contents too. Come dive in and discover something new 
about Japan. 
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PRESERVED

&
BONSAI

Donaldo Radovich
International Floral Designer

PRESERVED
FLOWER

Preserved bonsai & flower are 
a new product from Heiando 

America, hand-crafted by Donaldo 
Radovich, a leading expert on 
international floral design.



C O L O R I N G

Send us photos of your finished product by tagging them  

#origamimagazine on social media. Scan the QR code or visit 
qazjapan.com/dive/phoenix-coloring to see a fully colored example.

The Imperial Phoenix by Hokusai Katsushika
at Genshoin NAGANO
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As unique as our name.  
The best place to discover a new delight.

We are a family owned, premier Asian supermarket
serving the Pacific Northwest for over 90 years.

s e a t t l e      b e l l e v u e      r e n t o n      b e a v e r t o n      u w a j i m a y a . c o m



AUTHENTIC JAPANESE BBQ (“YAKINIKU”)
14506 NE 20th Street, Suite 2, Bellevue, WA 98007  •  Phone: (425) 296-8818

Open 11:30 to 10:30 every day  •  www.gyu-kaku.com/bellevue

Gyu-Kaku
DELICIOUS 
JAPANESE BBQ
Now featuring highly  
marbled Kobe-style beef!


